Labor Examines Various Aspects of the Election

A survey of the election results and its aftermath revealed several interesting features to labor observers. It was indeed the labor vote that elected Roosevelt. Roosevelt’s appeal was substantiated by an Associated Press survey which revealed that a majority of workers carried all the big cities where the industrial proletariat is concentrated.

The strikes of the Laundry Workers Union against the American Laundry, Laundry 4222 East Lake Street, was settled Monday after a week of strike. The guaranteed work week of 48 hours, and the guarantee of four hours pay for each hour worked when called to work, is the heart of the agreement. An alphabetical list of the workers was to be published before the strike labor was permitted to solicit the company at the Cooperate Office in Minneapolis. Weekly.

Burlington Labor Assembly Votes Support to Strikers, Answers Lays in Daily News

Full support of the Burlington Trade Labor Assembly to the strike of the Northwestern Cabinet workers was given by the Burlington Labor Assembly, after praising the conduct of the strikers, donated $25 to the strikers. The Burlington Labor Assembly’s answer to the lack of the press concerning the strike was that the strike is more than a matter of wages.

TJC Approves Anniversary Banquet

The regular monthly meeting of the Minneapolis Local 130, scheduled for Monday evening, was postponed to Tuesday evening.

Grace Lee, Good Foods To Sign

The Warehouse Union is planning to have its annual meeting this week with both the Grace Lee Bank and the Good Foods. Grace Lee Bank has agreed to wage agreements with words in April and a bonus in June. Workers in the bank will meet Tuesday evening.

Alternative CardParty on November 29th

The Ladies Auxiliary of the American Legion is planning to have their annual meeting this week. The meeting will be held at 8:30 p.m. on November 26th. The meeting will be held at the American Legion Post.
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**THREE FAMILIES OWN 1$ BILLIONS, SENATOR O’MAHONEY REVEALS; WANT US TO FIGHT THEIR WAR**

Echoes of “America’s Sixty Families” were heard early this month in the Washington offices of the Temporary National Economic Committee (which has been investigating the problem of的大战，and made public his report.

3 Families Own 1$ Billions

Senator O’Mahoney, in a recent speech in Washington, revealed that 3 families—his estimate was not written from the optimal viewpoint of the scientist but, rather, from the perspective of someone seeking to understand and analyze the events of the period.
Labor Should Defend The Right of Asylum For All Refugees.

Is it true that Immigration Threatens the 'American Standard of Living'? That Immigration Increases Unemployment? That Immigration Lowers the Cultural Level and Manance 'The American Way of Life'? -- The National Lawyers Guild Says NO.

With tens of thousands of European families being made homeless daily in the course of the imperialist war now raging abroad, Washington is being stampeded with a fear of war, and all sorts of new fears are being induced to abolish completely the fundamental right of asylum which the United States uphold so firmly in the hope of ending this nation's long-drawn-out war.
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